ZSÓFIA BÁN

IIlDE AND SEEK: TRANSFORMATIONS OF PHOTO AND FILM
1N POST-HOLOCAUST ART
THE CASE OF FATELESS, THE FILM

The representation of the Holocaust has been a frequent, even prominent,
topic of theoretical discussion in the United States and Western Europe in the
past 15-20 years. By contrast, in the East-Central European region the topic has
been treated more or less as a taboo before the political transition in 1989. As
many of the post-socialist countries have not properly confronted and worked
through this part oftheir history (or have only started the process), it was not
until fairly recently that the relevant work of collective memory has started to
reveal itself in the farm of exhibitions, memorials or sites of memory, art
works, and film. Even the few literary examples that existed previously were
not canonical works, a fact proved, for instance, by the wider audience's
relative unfamiliarity with Imre Kertész's works, including his groundbreaking
novel, Fatelessness (1975), a centerpiece of the oeuvre for which he was
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2002. 1 ln what follows, I wish to
discuss problems of the visual representation of the Holocaust within the
context of this historical and political belatedness that continues to have a
significant impact on contemporary politics, discourse and events in the
region. I will focus primarily on the example of Fateless, the film based on
Kertész's novel,2 in the context of some comparable examples from Hungarian
or European art. My main concern is how the medium of (documentary)
photography and film is transformed into another medium for artistic
purposes, and what happens aesthetically when this transformation takes
place. Much post-Holocaust art seeks either to reveal, to make visible, what is
hidden and thus invisible in the original docume nts, or to hide what is visible
in these documents because it is considered to be artistically unrepresentable.
What is gained and what is lost in this process?

Not long after seeing Fateless-Lajos Koltai's film adaptation of Imre Kertész's
novel3 in which the author relates, in a singularly matter-of-fact style, his
experiences as a 14-year-old boy in one of the Nazi concentration camps-I
was wandering in the photo department of the Museum of Modern Art in New
1 Tdlingly, it was not Hungary, but Germany that nominatecl him.
2 Sorstalanság was füst trnnslatccl into English as Fateless (tran slate<l by Christoph cr Wilson
an<l Katharina Wilson, 1992) and later as Fatelessness (this title being closer to thc original
Hungarian title, trnnslated hy Tim Wilkinson, 2004).
3 2005, director and cinematographer: Lajos Koltai.
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York, when I came upon a picture I hadn't seen for a long time. Yet, I had a
faint recollection of still having seen it somewhere quite recently. The picture
in question is the self-portrait titled, "Mon hydroglisseur ahélice aérienne" [My
hydroplane with air propeller], taken in 1904 by the legendary French
photography, Jacques-Henri Lartigue, at the age of 10. [Image #1] The picture
shows a little boy immersed up
to h.is neck in a tub füled with
water, and in front of h.im there
is a toy hydroplane whose
propeller can be made to spin by
blowing air at it. The photo is
one of Lartigue's earliest works,
taken with automatic release.
The picture, besides obviously
carrying tbe atmosphere and
technical markers of its time,
also evokes tbe happiness and
harmony of a forever lost,
Jacques-Henri Lartigue, Mon hydroglisseur a hélice
sunken childhood-not only his
aérienne. 1904
own, but everybody else' s as
well. Even though at the time
the picture was taken the a.r tist's childhood was still very much present, its
(photo)graphic representation immediately relegates it to a long forgotten past,
to a frozen but unreachable and undecodable past moment. At the same time,
it becomes tbe synecdochic marker of a period in collective and private
history: the golden years of a happy childhood before the war.
While studying this long forgotten photo, I suddenly remembered where I
had recently seen it. Lartigue's picture appears, as if suddenly come to life, in
Fateless, the film adaptation of Kertész's novel. ln the scene, the boy sitting in
the tub is the protagonist of the film, Gyuri Köves (a few years older than tbe
boy in Lartigue's picture), who is sitting in a tub full of water, just like Little
Lartigue, and blowing air onto the propeller of a hydroplane that seems to be
an exact copy ofthe one in the photo. The shot in the film imitates (or perhaps
quotes?) Lartigue's shot, but the subject of this cinematic image is a happy boy
witb curly hair for whom the experience at the camps is still ahead and who
is living perhaps the last moments of his childhood right there, in front of our
very eyes. Whatever comes after this in his life belongs to a strictly imposed,
early adulthood. To continue the comparison, the picture in the film is not
black and white, as is Lartigue's, buta world flooded by rich, warm, and cosy
lights. Needless to say, instead of being photographically static, the picture in
the füm is in motion. It is meant to evoke a moment from the protagonist's
childhood, come to life from his past (voice-over narration in the past tense
accompanies the whole film).
At this point in my comparison of the two images, I decided I had to watch
the film once again. I wanted to find out whether there were other similar
pictorial appropriations or quotations, and if so, how they functioned in the
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fúm, for what purposes they were used and whether these goals were
achieved. The significance of such an investigation is that even though a
number of post-war Hungarian films have dealt with the experience of Jews
during the war, practically none-and certainly none that had such an
incomparably huge, state-subsidized budget as Fateless4 -had volunteered to
visually represent their experiences at the concentration camps. Thus, using
this film as a starting point, I wish to examine whether-given the radically
different aesthetic characteristics of photograph and film-a usable visual
Ianguage can be forged when photo and film are combined, a language that can
offer a valid contribution to the discourse on the visual representation of the
Holocaust. At the same time, I am also using Fateless as a work that exhibits
many of the problems related to the visual representation of the Holocaust.
The first question that arises is this: when someone quotes a picture that is
not too widely known, lik:e Lartigue's, a picture that is not iconic and is thus
not a part of general cultural memory, can it or should it be handled as a
quotation? My concern here is not primarily legal. Instead, I am interested in
what the director/cinematographer is doing in such cases: quoting?
assimilating? appropriating (or stealing)? interiorizing? Furthermore, what kind
of desire or intention can be discovered by the cinematic use of such
photographs? Finally, to what extent does this procedure serve or perhaps
obstruct the cinematographic representation of the Holocaust, and to what
extent does it take into account certain basic problems of the (visual)
representation of the Holocaust?
After having watched the film again, I found one other such (originally
photographic) image-if there were others I was either not familiar with them
or I failed to notice them. 5 The original of this second photo can be found in
the Auschwitz Album [Image #2); it is the picture showing the Hungarian
transport arriving from Sub-Carpathia and being met by officers and soldiers on
the infamous "Death Ramp" in Auschwitz. Among the officers and other lager
personnel, Josef Mengele is also present; in short, it shows the beginning of the
selection process. At this point it occurred to me that perhaps there was some
kind of subtext, some kind of (hall) concealed narrative that runs parallel to the
narrative of the plot and that offers a kind of history of images in European or
Western culture. The film then could be interpreted as a kind of visual
memento of European/Western cultural memory. Thus, besides being the
visual representatioo of histo"ry, it also offers, I thought, a kind of history of
images. But having seen the film that was actually made, I wasn't able to
accommodate this oew and undoubtedly promising ioterpretation. For eveo

4 About 2.5 billion forints, ca. 10 m.illion Euros.
5 However, I suspect that whcrc thcrc are two there must be more. For instance, in tbc
bcginning of the film wc sce an obvio us modemized version of a typical kind of Flemish gcnre
painting: thc c haractcristic way in which the ray of light shines through the w indow, lighting a
part of the room and offering itself as a visual quotation. But, here - for reasons to be discussed
below - 1 was interested only in the use of photographic images.
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From The Auschwitz Album

though the film uses these photographs in an indexical manner, as visual traces
of European history-more specifically, cultural history-their cinematic
application abuses the documentary status these pictures have in cultural
memory.

THE "HOLOCAUST EFFECT"
Let us first compare the picture of the boy with the hydroplane, and the
picture of a much better known little boy, the one wearing a cap and marching
with hands held up (supposedly) in the Warsaw ghetto. [lmage #3] This
picture is so well-known, so overused ín the context of the visual
re presentation of the Holocaust6 that eventually it has become an icon, a visual
symbol of the Holocaust. This means that whoever looks at this picture is not
looking at a highlighted moment from the life of a specific individual boy, but
much rather at the history of the Holocaust, or to somewhat reduce the scope

6 On this see eg. Marianne Hirsch, "Projected Memory: Holocaust Photographs in Personal and
Public Fantasy," in Acts of Memory, ed. Mieke Bal, Jonathan Crewe, Leo Spitzer (Hanover:
University Press of New England, 1999).
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From The Stroop Report (1943) compiled by Jürgen Stroop. Commander of the SS troops who put
down the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising in 1943

of interpretation: at the history of the children who perished in the Holocaust,
reduced to one single moment. Since the publication of this picture, various
people have identified themselves as being the boy in the picture. A child's
face is much less precisely identifiable than that of an adult, which is perhaps
why several people have recognized themselves in it; this si.mply means that
a great number of people have had experiences similar to the boy in the
picture. This is why it has become such a strong symbol. If Lartigue's picture
is the icon of Iost childhood, then this other picture is an icon of exterminated
childhood, moreover of the exterminated child. It is the icon (also in a religious
sense) of every exterminated child. ln tum, when directly transported into the
context of a Holocaust story, Lartigue's picture acquires what Ernst van
Alphen has called a "Holocaust effect," as it represents precisely those happy
and peaceful prewar years of c~dhood that came abruptly to an end with the
event of the Holocaust. But Lartigue's picture can only acquire this effect ifit
is acknowledged in the film as a quotation. Koltai's film does not do so.
Once recognized or acknowledged, Lartigue's picture could, in fact, create
this "Holocaust effect" 7 ina way similar to Péter Forgács's film series Private
Hungary, albeit more tenuously, because the picture dates frorn as early as

7 Sec eg. Ernst Van Alphen, "Deadly Historians: Boltanski's lntervention in Holocaust
Historiography," in Visual Culture and lhe Holocaust, ed . Darbie Zelizer (Rutgc.:rs llniversity
Press, New Drunswic.:k, 2001).
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1904, whereas the archival footage used in Forgács's films was often made
much closer to the time of the Holocaust. ln the prewar 8mm home movies
used by Forgács-in films such as The Bartos Family (1988), Freefall (1996),
Maelstrom (1997), and others-the happy, private moments captured by the
camera are overshadowed by the viewers' retrospective knowledge of what
became of the people shown during the Holocaust. Thus, the private moments
of people's lives captured here on film have become a part of collective
universal history. Analyzing Christian Boltanski's photo-based work, Ernst van
Alphen states that the "Holocaust effect" is created primarily by the avoidance
of showing anything directly, and instead by doing something that indirectly
alludes to the whole of the Holocaust.8 For his memorial installations, Boltanski
uses archival images of chiJdren taken in the 1930s inJewish schools in Berlin
and Vienna, which he then proceeds to impersonalize, for instance, by
blowing up and lightening their faces. [Image #4] He robs them of their
individual traits, thus placing their (often incomplete) lives ina larger , wider,
symbolic context. [Image #5] According to Alphen, one of the characteristics
of the "Holocaust effect" is precisely this process of impersonalization.
Before further investigating the use of images in Fateless, another cinematic
work, Eyal Sivan's documentary film The Specíalist ( 1999), offers itself as a
case-in-point. Here we have another
example of the transformation of film
to film, carried out w ith a radically
different method from Forgács' series.
Instead of retrospectively projecting
the (known) future of the protagonists,
as it happens in Private Hungary, the
viewers are called to retrospectively
invoke the past of this one person.
Insteacl of using archival footage of
victims (clead or alive), Sivan succeeds
in creating the "Holocaust effect" by
focusing exclusively on the visual
presence of this one perpetrator.
Moreover, instead of impersonalization,
it employs a kind of unnatural,
magnified personalization (a blow-up
somewhat similar to Boltanski's
method), as if "the man in the glass
box," that is Adolf Eichmann cluring his
trial inJernsalem, was scrutinizecl like a
Christian Boltanski, Gymnasium Chases, 1991.
bug with the help of a magnifying glass.
A portfolio of 24 photogravures in a metal box.
The lengthy 128-minute film uses lots
23-1/4 X 16-1/2
of (often prcviously unseen) archival

8 Op. cit. 56.
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footage from the Eichmann trial, but
instead
of
showing
us
the
performance of the victims (acting as
witnesses there), Sivan's editing
rnthlessly and exclusively allows only
the perpetrator in the frame. The
function of this insistent framing is
similar to that of the famous glass
box in which Eichmann was kept
during the trial. Both are meant to
serve vision in order to support
indictment.

FAMILIARITY AND AGENCY

The narrative of development
presented in the film Fateless
produces the exact opposite of this
method of impersonalization, which
supposedly better serves viewer
identification. The cinematographic
Christian Boltanski: Monument Ddessa. 1990.
narrative is accompanied throughout
1991 Monument Odessa. 1990
11 photographs. 3 tin biscuit boxes. 68 lightbulbs.
by voice-over narrative in the first
person singular, and the boy playing
glass. and electrical cords.
the part of the protagonist is a highly
High Museum 01 Art. Atlanta. Georgia
individualized (what is more:
Monument Odessa. 1991 Mixed media. Spencer
beautiful) figure, the better to expose
Museum of Art. Univ. of Kansas
viewers to the terrible (and here
primarily exterior) consequences of
the process of depersonalization deportees underwent in the camps.
Returning to Lartigue's image, the picture in this context is the representation
of lost innocence both in the concrete sense and the metaphoric sense, as a
singular example of the combination of private and collective memory. The
quotation of such symbolic pictures has happened in other works of film
history as well. For example, w~ can see the image of the Warsaw ghetto boy
in Alain Resnais' documentary, Night and Fog ( 1955), as well asin Bergson's
Persona (1966). The significant difference is that in both these earlier films
the photo is quoted in its original form, that is, as a photograph and not as a
cinematic re-production of that moment, as ifit had come to life.9 The latter
procedure seems problematic in several ways.

9 Bergman's film is focuscd precisely on the difficulties and problt:ms of narration, as weU as
on the gaze and silcncc. ln the film , Lhe picture of the boy in thc ghctto stands in parallel to thc
picturc of thc protagonist's son she left beh.ind.
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One aspect that undermines the procedure offers itself quite obviously,
namely the fact that Lartigue's picture does not belong to the group of overly
familiar pictures (to use Marianne Hirsch's term), despite being one of the
highly valued pieces of photographic history. Therefore it is impossible to
quote it like the picture of the boy in the Warsaw ghetto, because it is not
familiar to a wider audience that would allow it to work as a visual quotation.
lt could be argued that in the name of postmodern intertextuality we are not
required to know where everything comes from, but it is required that the act
of quotation or appropriation be somehow signaled (far instance, by somehow
making the quotation differ from the basic body of the work - be it visually or
textually, i.e. linguistically/stylistically). It is enough to create the Jeeling of
quotation, whereupon the ability of the reader/viewer to identify the
text/image in question will depend on how well-informed she is on the
subject. But from the point of view of the interpretability of the text this
should not be a requirement. However, in Fateless no such feeling is createdthe picture is offered as a diegetically is it a word produced image, that is, one
that comes to us as an inherent and original part of the füm's visual narrative.
What a nice shot, we say, and we move on, far beyond showing itself, this
picture does not "do" anything; it lacks agency. By effacing its symbolic
content (the Lartigue-photo), it becomes merely an aestheticized ("nice")
element of the film narrative.
The problem of familiarity calls to mind the example of the series titled,
Positíve/Negative, created by the enfant terrible of contemporary Polish art,
Zbigniew Libera. 10 The seties plays with iconic photos that are well-embedded
in European orWestem cultural memory, and that nonnally represent traumatic
historical moments. As an example of a photo being transfarmed into a photo,
Libera creates the "positive" optimistic version. One piece is based on the
photograph
showing
liberated
prisoners
of
Auschwitz, who seem to be
suffering from the condition
of extreme hunger and
bodily torture [Image #6]; in
Libera's version they smile
happily and well-fed into the
camera. [Image #7] The
original picture is known all
over the world - which is
why the quotation the
"game"
works.
The
Auschwitz. liberation
embeddedness
of
this
10 A fcw pieces of this scries were shown ín November 2005, at the cxhibition cntitle<l,
"Second Prescnt," in Budapest at the Trafó Gallery, c urnte<l by Llvia Páldi. 1 wiU be using scvcral
visuaJ examples taken from this show, which was onc o.f the rnre events in the history of poslHolocau st art ín contcmpornry Hungary.
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picture in cultural memory makes everyone aware of how this new version
comments on the original. Not less importantly, it also reflects, in a strikingly
strict and almost cynical mode, on the workings of the medium of photography
and its consumption in the media. An excellent example that supports Llbera's
statement is Margaret Bourke-White's world famous, overly aestheticized
version ofthis same sceoe. [Image #8] By contrast, there is another picture by
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Zbigniew Libera: "'Residents". 2002. staged photograph. 120 x 180 cm in series Posilives. 2002-2003

Margaret Bourke-While: Buchenwald. 1945. Life Magazine
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German troops break through the crossing gates guarding the Polish border. 1939

Libera, allegedly known by every Polish school child, but which for Hungarian
or other foreign viewers is more difficult to interpret, as it belongs to a less
general visual cultural history. This image captures the moment when the
German troops break: through the crossing gates guarding the Polish border,
in 1939. [Image #9] ln this case, Llbera's game does not work so effectively (or
rather its effectiveness is heavily dependant on the likely vaiiation of audience),
as it is less generally recognizable. [Image #10] This image has not become an
intemational, iconic, metaphoric image; it is iconic within the framework of
Polish cultural history, thus it is culture-specific. Lartigue's picture is similarly
constrained, though the problem there is not so much cultural, but rather
disciplinary specificity: anyone familiar with photographic history will know
it, but others will not. For that reason, the "game," the quotation does not
work; the image does not produce thefeeli'ng of quotation, and by showing it
nothing happens.

ANIMATION, TIIE "EFFECT OF THE REAL" AND AESTHETICIZATION

The other, far more serious problem is related to the process of animationthis affects the photo from the Auschwitz Album, which in contrast to
Lartigue's photo is truly emblematic. It has become the emblem of the
Holocaust in much the same way as the name "Auschwitz" has become a
referent to all concentration camps, and thus a symbol of the Holocaust in
general. The question is what the director had in mind when he quoted this
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Zbigniew Libera: "Cyclists...2002. staged photograph. 120 x 180 cm in series Posítíves. 2002-2003

picture in the film Fateless? Did he mean to legitimize the film narrative by the
photo? Did he mean to use the photograph's documentative force acquired
by way of tbe chemical procedure that supposedly records "reality" (it
happened thus) in order to support a story told in a feature film? Did he mean
to forge "reality" with the effect of reality (see Barthes' l'effet du réel)?'' To
what end-To make the story of the film more authentic by way of a
cinematic, and thus radically manipulated and fictive version of a photograph?
Is this not an incredibly nai:ve, what is more, narrow-minded hope? Even
Barthes, who was swept away by the relation of photographs to reality, is quick
to point out that photographs can onJy be used as historical proofs if Reality,
as a finaJ point of reference, is not mistaken for the signified, that is, with the
constructed reality to which the signifier refers. 12 The effect of reality is
created , says Barthes, when we are made to believe that there is a direct
connection between the signifier and reality (cf. Ranke's wie es eigentlich
gewesen war) via the manipulation of representation. The illusion of such
objectivity is created within the framework of practically any historical
narrative in which, even though we are only dealing with the signifier (i.e.
constrncted reality), we are still made to believe that it is Reality itself that has
been laid before our feet. What else, if not constrncted reality, is at stake within
a feature film-and if so, then what kind of illusion is being served by
appropriating an emblematic photograph in animated farm?
11 "L'Effet du réel" in Communications 11 [ 19681, 84-89.
12 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida, 1980.
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The cinematographic animation of an existing photograph 13 deprives the
photo of exactly those characteristics that endow it with an almost magical
power: its indeterminateness, its opaqueness and lack of closure; in short, its
extreme openness. "Photography, as [Walter] Benjamin insists, should not be
mimetic, but should inscribe its own inability to represent." 14 The photo's
irresistible power and attraction lies in its ability to conceal, cover and
obstrnct, and thus open a door to endless interpretation-which is exactly
why it is capable of addictively attracting so many people to it. As opposed to
a memory that functions invariably in the past tense and is individual, a photo
is always in the present tense; it carries a sense of the present and thus is open
and collective (including private photos). It carries a historical present that is
created in the face of, and at the cost of, the irreversibility of the past and
death. For that reason the photograph, writes Barthes, functions essentially as
a "counter-memory." As opposed to this, in the film Fateless the voice-over
first-person singular narration is in tl1e past tense, which makes it clear that
what we are looking at-visually in the present tense-is the individual
memories of the protagonist. Thus we are offered a closed mimetically
represented story where the narrative does not, in any way, retlect on the
problems of narrativity or representability. The story is told from a moment in
the future, as if looking back on the events, i.e. from a moment when the story
told in the film has already acquired closure (at least from the point of view of
survival), and tllis is the point where the film's narrative also comes to an end. 15
With this gesture and structure the film suggests, not only the possibility of
narrative closure for Holocaust stories or the whole of the Holocaust, but at the
same time it also inevitably stresses the fact of survival. Ironically, tllis is exactly
what Kertész, among others, had so fiercely criticized in Spielberg's film,
Schindler's List (1993). Granted, the creators of Fateless (both Koltai and
Kertész) repeatedly emphasized that insteacl of the story of the Holocaust, the
film only wished to narrate a boy's novel of development, but the universality
of the topic inevitably makes the protagonist emblematic-whether they like
it or not-sinlilar to the otherwise very concrete ancl indiviclual boy marching
in the Warsaw ghetto.
Thus, the film offers a proposal for the visual representability of the
Holocaust within the framework of a film that has a traclitional chronology and
structure, i.e. a beginning, a middle and an encl, and is full of aestheticizing,
sentimentalizing effects (including sepia toned images-photo effect?pompous sentimental music by the elsewhere excellent Ennio Morricone,
dramatic lighting effects, not to speak of the Hollywood beauty of the boy

13 1 am not referring to diegetic photographs in füm. w hose animation usually results in
tlashhack.
14 Marianne Hirsch , Family Frames (Harvard llniversity Press, Cambridge, Mass. and London,
1997), 135.
15 The past tense used in the novcl does not contrast with the present in s uch a way; the two
merge as a result of texn1al homogencity, w hereas in the film, th e time of image and the time of
the text are constantly oppositional.
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playing the protagonist's part). These effects stand in radical contrast to the
terse, ironic discourse of the novel (incidentally also offering a beginning,
middle, and end), which renders it such an indisputably great work of art. This
cinematographic proposal does not, in any way, take into account the often
theorized problems of the visual representation of the Holocaust (far instance,
the fact that visual representation can and will easily slip into the trap of
aestheticization-see, far example, the indisputable professional excellence
of tbe photos in the Auschwitz Album), nor of any other problems related to
its representation-despite the fact that Kertész, who also authored the film
script, is one of the most authentic and astute participants in the Hungarian
and intemational discourse related to the subject. Discarding the novel's ironic
discourse and hyper-realistic language, the film succeeds in creating-instead
of a Holocaust effect-only a sentimentalizing fake effect. With the animation
of the photos, the film seems to suggest: now I will show it as it was-a
gesture that is seriously questionable, both morally and aesthetically. Without
the referencing of photos it would be merely a - good or bad cinematographic proposal.
Such careless blurring of photographic and cinematic images suggests the
authors of the film did not fully consider the special power of photographs
and their potential emblematic content, nor did they take into account the
aesthetic consequences of animation. The film farges minor victories only
where it leaves behind the visual discourse I have just desc1ibed. For instance,
when it shows solitary objects taken out of their anecdotal context, like the
Father's knapsack lying on the sofa, ready to go. lts metonymic, emblematic
power offers a perfect solution far the dilemma of directness vs. indirecteness
ín the representation of the Holocaust. ln adclition, in a later part, we see the
world upside-down from the point of view of the protagonist thrown on a cart,
who is hovering between life and death. Had Koltai succeeded in creating a
visual language that partly subverts the traditional mode of representation, he
would have been able to offer a much wanted, valid contribution to the
discussion of the raclical and irrevocable subversion of "norma!" perspective
within Western culture brought about by the historical event of the Holocaust.
His failure to do so is all the more regrettable, since far the first time ín
Hungarian füm history, with the help of the specially allocated budget, there
would have been a chance to create a viable cinematographic language far the
discussion of the Hungarian Hbl9caust, an event that still remains to be worked
through, twenty years after the political transition.
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